Awalé Resources Bondoukou Project Delivers Further High Grade Trench Results

Figure 1: Awalé’s Gold Project Locations
Figure 2: Bondoukou Project – Area of focus of the 10 Trench program at the Fako Prospect and all current active priority targets.
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Figure 3: Fako Prospect Trenching focus Locality A (Figure 4) and Locality B (Figure 5)
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Figure 4- Fako Prospect – Trenching and Results Locality A
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SIGNSICANT INCREASE IN ALTERATION AND DEFORMATION
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Figure 5- Fako Prospect – Trenching and Results Locality B

TRENCH AND DRILL COLLARS - LOCALITY B
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Results pending for trenches BETR0006 and 0007, both trenches display alteration system similar to that reported for BETR0008 at locality A (17m @ 2.6 g/t Au), BETR0008 has the same alteration but with less intensity.
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